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Thank you so much for giving me the opportunity to help you get to know yourself better by interpreting
your astrological chart and numerology. I hope you enjoy this report, in which I'll use my storytelling
strengths to lay out some loglines for a handful of the cooler placements in your chart.

We all know our Sun sign... that's the sign for the horoscope we may read now and then. My mother (the
astrologer) taught me that up to 1400 different aspects change in our natal chart every 4 minutes! This is
why my version of a Cancer (my Sun sign) is so different from other Cancers we may know. The full story
of our personality, our decision-making process, our values, our response to pressure, and our ability to
succeed at anything we tackle is all laid out in the other planets, signs, and houses.

I had a lot of fun preparing this report for you. I'm excited to have you dig in on this... and here we go! :)

IT 'S MORE THAN JUST YOUR SUN SIGN!

THE BIG PICTURE

Your Sun is in Cancer. This is your identity, your ego, how you are seen from the outside.

Your Rising is in Libra. This is who you are around those you let inside. It's how you

experience the world and approach your daily tasks. Your Moon is also in Libra. This is your

emotional setpoint. Your happiness is anchored here.

INTERPRETATION

Thanks to Water sign Cancer, you feel everything. Ev.Er.Y.Thing. And your setpoint of

transparency means you couldn't hide those feelings if you tried. You're a born nurturer

with tenacity and resilience that is superhuman. That Air sign Libra really loves partnering

up, socializing, weighing out all the options before making a decision (the deciding part,

honestly, is torture), and talking things out. Luckily(?), you have a double dose of that

goodness! Because of the Moon placement, you're a very good-looking extrovert who

craves relationships for balance, you're a chronic peacekeeper, and your charm is

unparalleled! Your chart is light on both Earth and Fire elements so try to connect with

folks who bring those energies in, to ground *and* fire up your creative leadership energy!

STORY TIME

The beauty-seeking Libra Moon will want to do something. Its diplomatic, love-loving

chattiness will set the agenda. Partnership-seeking never-able-to-make-a-decision Libra
Rising is required to execute that thing Libra Moon wants to do. That means you just have

to get balanced and then PICK SOMETHING in order to take action. You're sensitive, caring,

and empathic (thanks, Cancer Sun) and your ambition is tenacious AF due to a Cancer
Midheaven. You're resilient, you lead by nurturing, and you succeed by making everyone

feel taken care of. With all these Cardinal placements, you are a born leader. #BossBitch
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MERCURY rules communication, how we learn, and how we make meaning of things coming

into our brains and coming out of our mouths. Your Mercury is in Cancer, which means you

process information the same way you present on the outside, thanks to your Cancer Sun.

You're a born worrier (sorry 'bout that). You want to be sure everyone is always taken care of and

that's a lot of work! Be careful not to play the martyr while you're busy nurturing and soothing

with your words.

THE PLANETS

VENUS covers our values, our money, how we see beauty, and how we love. You've got Leo here

which means you're in love with love, you want to be wooed, and you were born to be an actor,

thanks to this placement. Take care not to get too self-centered on what love means; you're

super giving, but make sure it's a gift (not a way to keep score on how much you got in return).

MARS is all about how we fight, initiate things, have sex, and get fired up about our goals so we

can take action toward them. Yours is in Cancer which means you will use those claws if

someone looks at your friends and family sideways. You're intuitive about how you initiate

things, but sometimes you're insecure about your abilities (you shouldn't be). Because you're so

sensitive that you feel others' emotions as well as your own, you can get irritable; it's a LOT to

have to carry.

JUPITER is how we get lucky! If all the planets go to Vegas, Jupiter is driving the party bus.

Jupiter takes everything and makes it bigger! And adds glitter! Our key to prosperity is here and

you've got Libra here, which is all about balance and partnership. People cannot help but be

attracted to you. You're magnetic, popular, and you love to love (and you go deep with your

love). Your ability to interpret things from the most creative vantage point is what will lead your

collaborations to their greatest abundance.

SATURN is what I call "the dad planet" and boy do we all have daddy issues! This is where our

hardest lessons, our karmic challenges, and our destiny reside. You've got Taurus here, which

can mean there's a stubbornness around your life's work, a fear of financial lack, and a love for

decadence and the finer things. Selfish and strong are words that get used with this placement.

URANUS is how we disrupt and innovate! Libra here means you bring balance to your

worldview of a better tomorrow. In partnerships, you're a maverick for romance and you're not

afraid to redefine what a healthy relationship is meant to look and feel like.

NEPTUNE rules our magic, and you've got Scorpio here. Your fantasy life is a bit on the wild side

and you could be a little secretive about some things. You'll be sarcastic about it but you could

be pretty fascinated with the occult. Bonus: Neptune was retrograde at your birth, so you may

have issues with addictions and needing to escape. That said, the more than five months each

year Neptune goes retro, you feel more aligned.

PLUTO is a generational planet of transformation, shared by folks born anywhere from 11 to 31

years apart, all within the cycle of a single sign. Your Virgo generation (born from 1956 to 1971) is

here to transform healthcare with an openness to something other than traditional medicine

for answers about how healthy we truly are... and the concept of fundamental duty and service

as a whole.
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OTHER ASTRO

I always like looking at which planets (if any) are in the 10th House because the 10th House is where

we can see our career, ambition, and higher calling all mapped out. You were born with Mercury in

the 10th House which means you're a natural communicator, great writer, and you love personal

development. You've got something to SAY in life! You also have Mars in your 10th House, which

means you see challenges as inspiring opportunities. This is a massive career advantage! You were

*also* born with your Sun in the 10th House which is such a cool thing, I'll cover it in the next section.

10TH HOUSE PLANETS

As you now know, you were born with your Sun in the 10th House, which means that no matter how

shy you may feel, your confidence is on lock! You need a career ladder to climb with regular progress

to measure because you're a natural leader with talent and a hunger for achievement (and this

usually starts young in life, creating head-butting with the teachers in school). Relaxation does not

come easy for you and that's because you're here to have massive impact through your life's work.

You're ambitious, energetic, and born to be in the public eye. Leadership is your birthright and you

do not mind at all.

THE HOUSE YOUR NATAL SUN OCCUPIES

The 12th House is famously "the house of your undoing." I know that sounds ominous but it's actually

more like "this is why there's that annoying thing about me that makes me (and others) baffled but I

cannot seem to change no matter what I do." It's actually a secret superpower but we will resist

leaning into it 'til we learn how helpful it could be (which we learn, right here, in this report). Yay!

So, you've got Virgo kicking off your 12th House and boy oh boy is that one a doozy! Anxious energy,

overwhelm, analysis paralysis, and the exhaustion of infinite possibilities are all thanks to this

placement. There's a system for everything, or else energy leaks all over the place and upends the

magic. Everything has its place and if even just one thing isn't perfectly right, you're calling the whole

thing off. OCD tendencies seem the only way to ease this need for perfection. When instead of

focusing on perfection you shift to pattern-tracking, how the mind works, and communicating with

the outsiders of the world about how NOT outside they are, you can actually get out of bed even if a

cabinet door is left ajar (who would DO that?!?).

YOUR 12TH HOUSE

It's not like we look at your chart hoping to find something missing, of course. And it's also not like

the absence of anything means there's something to fix. That said, your chart is "low on Fire" *and*

"low on Earth" and that can manifest as a lack of passion and FUN, plus a lack of grounding. You're

probably attracted to people who will naturally help you balance that out. Lean into that! I should

also mention a juxtaposition between your Sun and Moon at birth that usually indicates conflicts

between your needs and wants all through your early adulthood. This quest for figuring out who you

really are stems from parental disharmony maybe even before you were conceived... and that can

play out as an early life spent overcoming insecurity in your relationships.

WHAT'S MISSING?
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Numerologically, we live in 9-year cycles, and if we take a look at the years in which we were

previously at the same point in a 9-year cycle we find ourselves today, we can really start to see

our patterns for handling the numerological energy of any particular year.

NUMEROLOGY

You were born an 8, and this is the number of power, leadership, and expansion. A strong, bold,

ambitious energy, this is the lens through which you focus, no matter what year you happen to

be in.

YOUR BIRTH NUMBER

You're in a 6 year, which means a focus on repair, domesticity, and intimate relationships. You'll

be experiencing a healing while you do some community-building around the seeds you

planted in your 1 year (2017). Think back to those seeds from 2017; you'll be continuing to do the

work of that most recent 1 year through 2025!

2022

You now know that your most recent 1 year was 2017. You were also in a 1 year in 2008, 1999,

1990, 1981, and 1972. Check the seed-planting that was going on in each of those years and how

the focus for each 9-year cycle centered largely around things you began then.

PREVIOUS 1 YEARS

Use this guide to map out your previous and forthcoming 9-year cycles!

1 = new beginnings, assertive energy, planting seeds, setting the tone for the next 9 years

2 = receptive energy, "abort or knit booties" for the seeds planted last year, emotional, doubting

3 = manifestation based on how well those seeds were nurtured; creative celebration, social

4 = hard work, focus, drive, rolling up the sleeves and making things happen

5 = rebellion, play, reckless and free; a year of adventure and a hunger for freedom

6 = a domestic year focused on house and home, family, your health, making needed repairs

7 = going inward, turning spiritual, isolating to connect more deeply, building courage

8 = the butterfly emerges, a power year (yours or power used against you), a year of being seen

9 = time to end what needn't come into the next cycle; declutter, end relationships, clarify, reset

9-YEAR CYCLES

I include numerology because it's the most straightforward of the woo tools I grew up with. It's

also the first of my mother's business elements I truly understood. Further, even if someone's

birth time or place is unknown, numerology works! If you'd like to learn more about numerology,

Chart Harmony, or any other of my magic, please do reach out. I'd love to jam with you!  
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Faced with no career and no college degree, my resourceful, suddenly-single mother Charlsie decided that

the hobby she had picked up — to explore WHY she ended up having an unplanned late-in-life baby (me)

and WHY her husband of 28 years bailed — might be more than just a hobby. She booked her first paid

reading in 1977 and earned $20. Twenty years later, the Oprah folks called to book her on the show's

"remembering your spirit" segment. Charlsie's enoughness was low, so of course she said no.

As a kid growing up, I remember coming home from school, bullied, and instead of the usual, "Oh, honey,

they’re just jealous,” my mother would say, “Oh, honey, you know your Venus is afflicted in Leo." I've spent

my life very much aware of all the rhythms of planetary influence and certainly how the moon can make

one day a brilliant get-stuff-done day and then it switches into a sign that makes everything feel sloth-like.

Over the years, I’ve gotten less private about my woo-woo upbringing and my showbiz clients have started

asking, “What does it mean, when you say such-and-such about how you decide it’s the right time to do X

or Y or Z?” and so I share my magic and, well, we’ve now reached a point where it’s *such* a thing that I

have creatives booking coaching sessions with me not just to do the Self-Management for Actors work

on which I've built my empire, but also to experience Chart Harmony! Turns out I’m really good at it.

I promise not to say no when Oprah calls.
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